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Background and Motivations

• What are Heterogeneous Communicating Agents ?
• From Multi-Agent Systems to Cooperative Multi-Robot Systems

• T. Arai, E. Pagello, L. Parker. Editorial: Advances in Multi-Robot Systems.
   IEEE/Trans. On R&A, Vol. 18, No. 5, pp 655-661, October 2002

• Consider Teams of interacting autonomous robots:
• Cooperation needs Communication
• Interaction without explicit communication: a biologically motivated approach

• What are Emerging Collective Behaviors ?
• The Robot Task-Allocation Problem as a General Planning Problem for
     Multi-robot Systems from an Artificial Intelligence Point of View

• An Hybrid Architecture for a RoboCup MSL Team

• A. D’Angelo, E. Menegatti, and E. Pagello How a cooperative behavior can emerge
from a robot team. Proc. of Distributed Autonomous Robot Systems (DARS’04),
Toulouse, France, June 2004
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Presentation Outline

• Background and motivations
• Reviewing some of the concept and approaches related

• Behaviour-based robotics and Hybrid Architectures

• Using Stigmergy to exploit Cooperation without Explicit Communication
• Make emerging Team activity:  evaluate some given Macroparameters,

like the Voidance, to enforce detected patterns
• The Cooperative Planning Issue:

• The Role Exchange among RoboCup MSL robots as an instance of the Task
Robot Allocation Problem
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Previous Research Work, with S. Carpin,
A. D’angelo, C. Ferrari, F. Montesello, and others

• A Reactive Architecture for RoboCup Competition  [IJCAI-97]
– Implicit Coordination was first devised

• Implicit Coordination in a Multi-Agent System using a Behavior-based Approach [DARS-
98]

– The relevance of Stigmergy for multi-robot  systems was elaborated

• Emergent Cooperative Behavior for Multirobot Systems [IAS-5, 98]
– Macroparameters, and in particular the Voidance concept, were introduced

• Cooperative Behaviors in Multi-robot Systems [RAS J., 1999]
– Cooperation Issues were discussed with respect to Social Pressure and Value systems

• Emergent Behaviors of a Robot Team performing Cooperative Tasks [Advanced
Robotics J., 2003]

– Emegent Behaviors were put into relationships with Motion Planning techniques

• Map Focus: a Way to reconcile Reactivity and Deliberation in Multi-robot Systems [RAS
J., 2002]

– An Hybrid Architecture was defined to bridge reactivity and deliberation
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Where Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) come from?

• An Agent is any physical or virtual entity that can act, perceive its environment
(in a partial way) and communicate with others. He is autonomous and has skills
to achieve its goals and tendencies.

 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE                                         DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

                                                MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

J. Ferber,  Multi-Agent System: An Introduction to Distributed AI. Addison Wesley, 1999
Michael Wooldridge, An Introduction to Multiagent Systems. John Wiley & Sons, 2002
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A MAS Taxonomy

• MAS can be classified as regards to
– Agent granularity (coarse vs. fine)

– Heterogeneity (redundant vs specialized)

– Distributed control (benevolent vs competitive, static vs dynamic roles)

– Communication (blackboard vr message passing, etc.)

• If we emphasize Heterogeneity and Communication we may have:
– Homogeneous Non-communicating Agents

– Heterogeneous Non-communicating Agents

– Homogeneous Communicating Agents

– Heterogeneous Communicating Agents

P. Stone and M. Veloso, A Survey of Multiagent and Multirobot Systems, in T. Balch and L.
Parker (Eds.), Robot Teams: From Diversity to Polymorphism, A K Peters Ltd, 2002
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Heterogeneous Robots

In What Ways Can Robots be Heterogeneous?

• Heterogeneous in behaviors:
– Same robots, but with different software/behavior capabilities

• Heterogeneous in performance quality:
– Can perform same task, but with different performance qualities

• Heterogeneous in size:
– Similar capabilities, but at different size scales

• Heterogeneous in morphology:
– Completely different physical structure

• Heterogeneous in cognition:
– Reflexive vs. deliberative
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Heterogeneous Robots

Characteristics:
• Chassis shaped for omnidirectional vision
• Mirror profile designed for the robot’s task

Mirror

Camera
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Higly Heterogeneous Robot Teams

What is a Higly Heterogeneous Team?
• A team where all (or most) robot team members, are very different

from each other morphologically
– What is the impact on task allocation?
– How does the idea of role fit in?
– What is the impact on fault tolerance?

Multi-Robot Team Tasks are distributed in:
• Space
• Time
• Functionality
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Heterogeneous Communicating Agents

          Introducing Heterogeneous Agents in a MAS adds a great deal

                of potential power at a price of added complexity

• Benevolence versus competitiveness:
– Even if the agents have different goals they can be willing to help each other, while

agents can be selfish and only consider their goals

• Fixed versus learning agents:
– Agent behavior can be fixed or agents can learn through experience.

– If agents are competitive, we define competitive learning MAS.

    If agents are collaborative, we define cooperative learning

• Resource management:
– Agents may have interdependent actions due to limited resources needed by several

of the agents. For ex. Traffic problems, or computer load balancing problems

• Social roles:
– When Agents have the same goals, they can be organized into a team. Each agent

can play a differrent role in the team. Agents are flexible enough to exchange roles.
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From Agents to Robots
  From MAS to Multi-Robot Systems (MRS)

• A Robot is an Agent characterized mainly by
– Embodiment

– Situatedness

• A Cooperative MRS is a MAS where each single agent has a
specific goal and it is able to perform its assigned task by
combining its actions with the ones of other agents.

• MRS may provide redundancy and operate in a more
reliable, faster, or cheaper way beyond what is possible
with single robots.
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Why  MRS are being so successful ?

• In challenging application domains, MRS can often deal with tasks that
are difficult, if not impossible, to be accomplished by an individual
robot.

• Early research goes to
• Cellular Robotics by  [Fukuda, IECON 1987] and Cyclic Swarm by [Beni, Intelligent

Control 1988]

• Multi-Robot Motion Planning by [Arai, IROS 1989]

• ACTRESS Architecture by [Asama, IROS 1989]

• IEEE/RAS recognized the relevance of this new field with a Trans’ Special
Issue on MRS by [Arai, Pagello, & Parker, IEEE/Trans. 2002], where several
primary research areas were identified for the first time
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Research roots for Cooperative MRS

• Cooperative mobile robotics research began after the new
behavior-based control paradigm
– Brooks 1986, Arkin 1990

• Since behavior-based paradigm is rooted in biological
inspirations, many researchers found it instructive to examine
the social characteristics of insects and animals using simple
local control rules of various biological societies, like ants,
bees, and  birds, for similar behaviors in MRS
– For example, MRS can flock, disperse, aggregate, forage, and follow

trails, etc.
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Defining Coordination Function

We may consider two main strategies:
• Competitive

– E.g., Pure arbitration that allows to select only one output

     It provides a means of coordinating behavioral response for conflict resolution.
It can be viewed as winner take all. The Arbitration can be based on:
– Fixed prioritization
– Action selection
– Vote generation

• Cooperative
– E.g., Vector addition that uses potential fields

     The behavioral fusion provides ability to concurrently use the output of more
than one behavior at a time. It blend outputs of multiple behaviors in some way
consistent with agent’s overall goals
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Cooperative Behaviors for MRS

Given a Team of Robots and a task to be performed, in a dynamic environment,
how to coordinate the robots in order to successfully complete the task?

• Coordination implies exchanging information among robots in order to synchronize
robot actions.

• In general robots do not need to reconstruct a complete global state of the system
for a cooperative task execution.

• We introduce a robot role as a behavior being able to successfully execute different
types of cooperative tasks

• Each appropriate role must be performed by some suitable behavior architecture

• Robots can provide flexibility and adaptability by dynamically changing their behaviors
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The Communication Issues

• Objective of Communication issue in MRS is to enable robots to
exchange state and environmental information with a minimum
bandwidth requirement

• Important issues are:
– Information content

– Explicit versus implicit comunication

– Local versus global communication

– Bandwidth restriction

– Awareness

– Symbol grounding

– …..
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Cooperation needs Communication

• Communication issue in MRS started since the inception of the research  on
Distributed Autonomous Robots Systems (DARS) originated in Japan on 1992

• It needs to determine:
– What to communicate
– When to communicate
– How to communicate
– To whom to communicate

• Communications medium has significant impact

     –Range –Bandwidth –Rate of failure

• A distinction between Implicit and Explicit Communication  is usually made.

             T. Balch and R. Arkin,Communication in Reactive Multiagent Robotic Systems,
              Autonomous Robots, 1: 1-25 (1994).
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Explicit versus Implicit Communication

• Explicit communication is defined as those actions that have
the express goal of transferring information from one robot
to another of the team.

• Implicit communication occurs as a side-effect of other
actions.  It is defined as communication through the world. It
is very similar to the concept of Stigmergy:
– The Robot senses an aspect of world, that is a side-effect of another

robot’s actions, or it senses directly another robot’s action
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Stigmergy

• The term Stigmergy was first used by the French biologist
Pierre-Paul Grasse studying how ant and termite colonies
work.

• Stigmergy is the normal way of communication for animals
and humans

• Information must be situated in the environment in the
same respect of robots

• Stigmergy is a kind of social condition by which agents
interact by affecting their environment rather than
explicitly communicating each other
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Modelling Behaviors

• We assume each individual of a Robot Team to be a behavior-based
system, where a behavior is a mapping of sensory inputs to a pattern
of motor actions that are used to achieve a task.

• The designer provides its governor's unit with his knowledge about the
physics of the world to the least extend that it is useful for the proper
robot operation

• Each individual is biologically determined to  interact with its
environment and to execute its task

• The dynamics of interaction are not-deterministic because of the large
amount of involved variables and systems’ inherent non-linearity

• An eventually observed emergent behavior stems from an overlapping
of the basic behaviors of each individual which cannot be understood
as a merely superposition mechanism
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Behaviors and Arbitration

• Behavior
– a peace of code executed as a thread is termed behavior if it

defines a control law for achieving and/or maintaining a given goal.

• Arbiter
– a very specialized behavior module monitoring robot operation

which selects the most suitable behaviors to be activated
depending on new acquired sensor.

• Arbitration
– the implemented activity of the arbiter which results in either

spatial or temporal ordering of robot behaviors
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What are the Schema

Used by psychologists since early 1900s, were brought to attention of
roboticists in 1980s (Arbib, Arkin, Murphy, etc.).

They provide a way to cast biological insights into a formalism, and of
expressing basic unit of activity

A Schema consists of:
• Information on how to act and/or perceive (knowledge, data

structures, models)
• Computational process by which it achieves the activity (algorithm)

– Is a generic template for how to do some activity. Examples:
• Bike-riding
• Obtaining food from a restaurant
• Buying a car
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The Perceptual/Motor Schema

• At each level, the primitive control component is
   a behavior built by perceptual and motor schemas only.

• The lower reactive level uses only information coming from sensors, and feeds
the motors with appropriate commands.

• It can elaborate on some perceptual patterns generated by other individual robots,
both opponents and teammates.
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Macroparameters: properties

• They keep track of the evolution of a multi-agent system looking at
the specified patterns inside the environment

• Their definition characterize the environment in the same fashion as
termodinamical parameters

• They allow an agent team to be perceived in a coarse-grained
fashion zooming out the point of view of both an external observer
and any component agent

• They characterize the environment with properties easily detectable
and valuable to have information about it

• Macroparameters depend on both the kind of global goal the multi-
agent system must perform and the kind of dynamics of the
environment itself

• The environment becomes a blackboard where agents read/write
information from the arbitration module
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Voidance, Pressing and Transit

• The choice of a macroparameter concerns its ability to work as an
actractor for the behavior of any single agent which belongs to a team
to comply with it

• Some parameters refer to some topological properties of the
arrangement of the team into the environment

•  Voidance V represents the free open space the attacking teammates
can use

•  Pressing P defines how much the team is near to the opponent goal
•  Transit T gives the attitude of keeping unmarked for the action

supporters
•  They are defined in term of free space around each player which is

summed with respect to all teammates and it is weighted in according
to the distance from either the ball or the opponent goal
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Voidance: a technical definition

• Voidance can be formally defined as:

                       V =  (A1w1 + A2w2 + … + Anwn)/(w1 + w2 + … + w2)    where

     Ai is the action free space for the i-th team mate
     wi is the reverse of the distance  of the i-th team mate from the ball

• Voidance is actually estimated as:

  V   =   (1 – β)G0 + β[λF + (1 – λ)A]   where

– G0 is the action free space for the ball keeper

– F is the estimated contribution to the voidance provided by the supporting teammates

– A is the residual estimated contribution to the voidance due to the remaining teammates

– β is the supporting rate which estimates the current space percentage of field where are
located all the supporting teammates

– λ is the overbalance rate which denotes the counter-attack attitude of the team
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Triangulation, or non-explicit ball pass

(3)(1)

(2)

 ball

friend

enemy

 

It arises mainly from the interaction between
the single player and the environment

• In (1) a defender (from enemy team) chases
the ball owned by a player (from our team).
This is a hypothetical reasonable behavior to be
assumed by the opponent player nearest to the
ball.

• Since in this way the defender may create a
free area in its rear, in (2) a forward player
(from our team) find a new hole and go to take
a new position.

• In (3) the coordinated action is accomplished:
the friend ball owner see the forward occupying
a good position and passes the ball. Without
making any communication.
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Quality of the collective behavior versus Voidance

• Voidance parameter can help in describing previous situation, giving a good
representation of the wideness in game field that can be used by the
attacking teammate.

• To exploit implicit communication, it is sufficient that a player increases the
value of V

• Every time a ball pass has been successfully completed, the voidance V is
recomputed again taking into account the new achieved situation.

• The quality of the collective behavior of attacking the opponent team and
bringing the ball to score a goal is increased when then value of V is locally
maximized.
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Individual versus Social Value System

• The focus is the separation between the individual and the social mind of
each single robot.

• This allows the single robot to react differently to the environment
depending on the strength of what we may call social pressure, that is the
stimulation due to belonging to a group, namely the robot team.

• The individual value system  reflects what is relevant to the individual point
of view.

– Ball and goal positions for a forward player,
– nearest opponents' position for a defender player

• The social value system  is looking for what is meaningful from the social
point of view.

– The presence of a team-mate able to exchange the ball for a forward
– number and arrangements of team-mates and opponents for a defender.
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An Abstract Architecture

• Compound behaviors appear only at higher level, when they
may receive more structured information about the
environment.

• Only the higher deliberative levels refer to cooperative
capabilities that any robot could exhibit as a teammate, while a
cooperative behavior is going to emerge.
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Hybrid Architectures

• Hybrid Architectures aims to mix the two approaches in
order to get an overall better performance
– The critical point is the choice of the degree of balancing:

• How much is left to reactivity and how much is left to deliberation?

– Is it possible to move the equilibrium point between the two
extremes while the system is performing? And if so, how?

• What role is played by the team membership in the
development of this architecture?
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Our proposal: Map Filtering

 

• Filtering out some information helps tuning the degree of accuracy of the deliberative
process.

• A weak focalization allows a depth and time expensive reasoning about the world,
whereas a more selective filtering turns each component of  the system to rely more
on reactivity.
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Using a Focus of Attention

Focusing on small portion of the space helps to detect the free path

S. Carpin, C. Ferrari, E. Pagello Map Focus: a Way to reconcile Reactivity and
Deliberation in Multi-robot Systems, Robotics and Autonomous Systems, 2002
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Inherently cooperative tasks

• A particular challenging domain for MRS is the one
whose tasks are inherently cooperative,
– tasks in which the utility of the action of one robot is

dependent upon teammates’ current actions

• Inherently cooperative tasks cannot decomposed into
    independent sub-tasks to be solved by a DARS
– Team success throughout task execution is measured by
     the by the combined actions of the robot team,  rather than
     by individual actions

• We must be able to correctly allocate tasks to each
robot role
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Behavioral Architectures for MRS

• Research in DARS area has developed behavioral architectures for MRS
• ALLIANCE is an Architecture for the Cooperative control of an Heterogeneous  MRS

Lynne Parker, ALLIANCE: An Architecture for Fault Tolerant Multi-robot Cooperation,
IEEE Trans. on  Robotics and Automation, Vol 14, No 2, April 1998
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Lynne Parker’s ALLIANCE Architecture

ALLIANCE has been developed for heterogeneous multi-robot cooperation
• Utilizes distributed control based on Motivations
• Focuses on adaptive response to off-normal events amidst:

– Robot failures
– Sensor/actuator uncertainties
– Dynamic environment
– Mission changes

• ALLIANCE is a software architecture that facilitates the fault tolerant cooperative control of teams of
heterogeneous mobile robots performing missions composed of loosely coupled subtasks that may have
ordering dependencies.

• ALLIANCE allows teams of robots, each of which possesses a variety of high-level functions that it can
perform during a mission, to individually select appropriate actions throughout the mission based on the
requirements of the mission, the activities of other robots, the current environmental conditions, and the
robot's own internal states.

• ALLIANCE is a fully distributed, behavior-based architecture that incorporates the use of mathematically-
modeled motivations (such as impatience and acquiescence) within each robot to achieve adaptive action
selection.
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• Middle-size League: progresses from 1997 to now
        USC (USA) - Osaka Univ. (Japan) Nagoya 1997             Isfahan Univ (Iran) - AIS (Germany) Padua 2003

RoboCup Soccer:
 From simple moves towards complex actions
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Middle-size League: Control  Architectures

• One half of teams use
reactive control architectures
(behavior based robotics)

• One third of teams use their
own architectures like:
Dual Dynamics, two-level FSMs,
Fuzzy Approaches, etc.

• Several teams develops advanced
     robot skills using learning
• Only a few teams extends reactive
• motion control with path planners based
• mainly on potential field methods or similar
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Evolving the Artisti Veneti Team

• Early platform for MSL was
designed on 1998 over a
Pioneeer1 base

• First and second platforms in
figure evolved from a
Pioneer1 to a Pioneer2 base,
with omnivision

• Third platform is a Golem
robot: we shifted from 2-
wheeled robot, towards
omnidrive and omnivision

• Fourth platform ehnanced
the circular movement of
original goalkeeper



Introducing an Emergent Behavior Engineering

• Traditional AI architectures failed for real-time systems, but
offers explanation and allows control

• Pure reactivity systems allows using real-robots in real-
world, but only for simple tasks.

• Hybrid systems are needed
• Using Stigmergy to make emerging collective behaviors

• Stigmergy = observing other’s work
• Two robots interact through a perceptual flow,

so that the action of the former affects the behavior of the latter

• A Role Assignement schema is a basic mechanism to make
emerging a collective behavior inside a MRS
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A Hybrid Architecture for MRS

• We suggest to use an Hybrid architecture
        where  the Deliberative part and the Reactive part
      can take mutual advantages.

• We introduced Robot Schemas at the low level,  as building blocks to
grow-up complex behaviors  from simple ones [Arbib and Arkin 1987]
– Behaviors are chunks of basic knowledge of  how to act and

perceive.

• Each behavior is implemented with a schema composed by
– a motor schema, representing the physical activities
– a perceptual schema which includes the sensing
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The Software Architecture

• We designed a new hybrid deliberative-reactive architecture.

• The classic deliberative paradigm (Sense-Reason-Act) has been evolved to reinforce
reactive behaviors.

• A direct link between sense and act has been introduced to speed-up the reactive
response of the robot

• Thus, deliberative conditions can be bypassed for certain inputs which need more
reactive behaviors
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A Functional Architecture

• Each single robot architecture shows
• An inner loop,
      for close feedback

• An outer loop,

      for high level reasoning

• To allow cooperation with
teammates sensorial sources
can come from:
• The Environment Constraints
        the “Ruler”
• The Teammates
       the “Teamplay”
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Mobiligence (Mobility and Intelligence)

• A Collective Behavior is a Superposition of behaviors each of
which takes advantages from other individual behaviors

• Mobility and stigmergy can force a collective behavior in a
Team of robots, if each individual becomes aware of
distinguishing configuration patterns in the environment.

• Mobiligence (Mobility and Intelligence), connecting
intelligence to mobility, can help a Team of autonomous
agents to achieve common goals

      Mobiligence refers to the Intelligence emerging through
      the interaction between an Agent and its Environment
      due to its mobility
H. Asama et al. System principle on emergence of mobiligence and its engineering

realization Proc of IROS-2003, Las Vegas Oct 2003
A. D’angelo, J. Ota, E. Pagello How Intelligent Behavior can emerge from a Group of

Roboticles moving around Proc of IROS-2003, Las Vegas Oct 2003
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Role assignement

• The role assignement is an
important mechanism to make
emerging a collective behavior
inside a multirobot system

• The group of three robots
exchanges stigmergic in
according to the specified
interactions
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Roles and macroparameters

• If a quality factor can be evaluated by two or more individual robots, then it is
possible to take a decision on the time when the complementary behaviors
should be activated.

• Complementary behaviors are maintained if sensing and acting flows are
captured through one or more loops with a schema where individual robots
exchange stigmergic.

• The graph, whose nodes represent robot individuals and whose arcs make
explicit possible exchange information between individuals, defines a set of
roles.

• The role assignment works as a catalyst forcing the emersion of a collective
behavior inside a multirobot system.

• The mechanism of firing and maintaining collective behaviors dramatically
depends on individual arbitrations so the use of macroparameters is a good
solution to the problem of their coordinations in what they implement a
loosely coupled arbitration for the collective behavior
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Role assignment and task allocation

• A role is a socially expected behavior pattern, i.e. a function that
one or more robots perform during the execution of a cooperative
task, usually determined by an individual status inside a particular
society

• The role assignment mechanism will be responsible for allocating
the correct action to each robot and to synchronize the cooperative
execution, allowing robots to deal with unexpected events and to
improve individual performance to the benefit of the team

• The dynamic role assignment mechanism allow the robots to
change their roles dynamically during the execution of the task,
adapting their actions according to the information they have
about their teammates, the environment, and the task.
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On Role Allocation in RoboCup

• Inspired by Stone and Veloso’s pioneering work on role-based coordination,
many teams allowed robots to take different static roles within the team

• RoboCup role allocation problem is similar to task allocation problem for
MRS in order to cooperatively achieve the goal, where a time-extended role
concept replace that of a transient task.

• Although it would be possible to statically assign roles once forever, most
teams switched to dynamic role allocation, by solving an iterated
assignement problem, where the current allocation is re-evaluated
periodically 10 times for each second
– Given n robots, n prioritized (weighted) single-robot roles, and some
          estimates of how well each robot can be expected to play each role,
     assign robots to roles so as to maximize the overall expected performance

• Gerkey and Mataric [Springer Book on RoboCup2004] showed that this
technique is an instance of the canonical Greedy algorithm for Optimization
theory used to solve the Optimal Assignment Problem (OAP)
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Utility Functions

• Multi-robot role allocation is a dynamic decision problem,
     that varies in time, according to the environmental changes.
• To define when a robot should change its role, we can use a function

that measures the utility U of performing a given role. The function U
can be computed based on local and global information, and may be
different for distinct robots, tasks, and roles

• Utility concept relies on the fact that each individual robot can
somehow internally estimate the value (i.e. the cost) of executing an
action:
– In RoboCup it is common to compute utility as the weighted sum of

factors like distance to target, distance to ball, defence-offense
configurations, etc.

– The computation is affected by sensor noise, general uncertainties, and
environmental changes

– Given the utility value Uij of each robot i for each role j, find the highest
utility Uij, assign robot i to role j, and iterate
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Stabilizing the decisions

     Stabiliziing the decisions is an important issue with respect to possible
oscillations of the numerical parameters on which they depend upon.

• We introduce the Hysteresis concept, which accounts for smoothing
parameters values changes. Hysteresis prevents a numerical parameter
oscillation from causing oscillations in high level decisions.
– In the case of coordination, if a certain robot i covers the role j,
    its utility function Uij  returns a higher value for the role j than expected.

• We consider the capability of each element to realize a sudden difficulty in
performing its task.
– For ex. A robot moving towards the ball, can be get stuck on its way
– Once realized this configuration, all utility functions must return low values,
    so that its role can be assigned to another robot

• We evaluate if the robot posses the same data or not, since in the case of
great loss of transmitted data due to interferences, the robot may have
slightly inconsistent data
– We assign roles temporarily to more than one robot or we don’t assigne roles at all
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Solutions adopted by RoboCup Teams

• CS Friburg Team used a distributed role allocation mechanism in which
two robots may exchange roles only if both want to do it, both moving to
a higher-utility role for themselves.

• ART  Team, as well as its sequel, the Artisti Veneti Team, ordered the
roles in a descending priority, and then assigned each to the available
robot with the highest utility.

• EIGEN  Team based cooperation among different robot roles on the
exchange of the evaluation of the object achievement by each single
member among the whole team.

• Isoc Team based  role exchange on evaluating the robot’s need or wish to
change role. The need comes from soome play stop or other robot’s wish
to change role. The wish is related to a decision process on environment
configuration
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Dynamic role assignment in practice

• We developed an enhanced
reactive approach starting from
behavior-based hand-coded
software

• Dynamic role assignments among
attacker, supporter and defender,
were managed by considering
collision avoidance issues and
arbitration among competitive
behaviors
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Ball exchange through emergent behaviors

The The Artisti VenetiArtisti Veneti RoboCup RoboCup Team Team

Ball passing by role exchange
Quarter-finals: ART against Ulm
University (Stockolm, August 1999)

Passing the ball to defend from opponents’ attack
Preliminary round robin game: Artisti Veneti against
Friburg University (Seattle, August 2001)
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The Layered Levels of Control

• By releasing a behavior, we fire an activation-inhibition mechanism,
built on some given evaluation condition rule
– Behaviors  like defend_Area, or carry_Ball, are implemented as motor

schemas, accessing directly the robot effectors.
– Behaviors  like see_Ball and have_Ball are implemented as perceptual

schemas, accessing directly the robot sensors.
– Primitive Behaviors, like play_Defensive, and chase_Ball, are obtained

by simply appending perceptual schemas to motor schemas.
• play_Defensive :   see_Ball --> defend_Area
• chase_Ball :   have_Ball --> carry_Ball

• Thus, we obtain a sensori-motor coordination at the reactive level
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Coordinating the Master/Supporter Roles

• Consider the coordination between two robots carrying the ball
towards the opponent’s goal:

• We may indentify a Master Role and a Supporter Role

• Roles can be played at different responsibility levels:
• Can be >>> Assume >>> Acquire >>> Advocate

• For example, Ball assignments depend on Ball Possesses
• have_Ball condition allows to discriminate
    which robot is really carrying the ball

• It is an Environment constraint acting as a kind of Macroparameter,
evaluated by different teammates

• It allows to synchronize the activation of a new cooperation pattern
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Constructing Clamping Behaviors

• A role is switched from acquire to advocate, or from assume to acquire,
       provided a notification is made to its teammate
• Two complex Clamping Behaviors for Master and Supporter
       can be constructed from  notify (x) and have_Ball (z)

– The Master robot shows a chase_Ball behavior
• have_Ball (me) & notHave_Ball (mate) -->> acquire (Master)
• acquire (Master) & notify (Master) -->> advocate (Master)

– The Supporter robot shows an approach_Ball behavior
• notAcquire (Master) & canBe (Supporter) -->> assume (Supporter)
• assume (Supporter) & notify (Supporter) -->> acquire (Supporter)

• The robot chasing the ball suggests a teammate to become supporter by
       advocating a master role, and forcing the other robot to acquire a
       supporter role by approaching the ball.
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Single Robot Architecture  acting for Coordination

• Conditions are defined as fuzzy functions. A value is returned depending on how strongly
the condition is met

• Team coordination is obtained by incorporating some conditions depending on messages
coming from other robots, when the condition is evaluated
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